Abstract-This paper addresses fault tolerant attitude control through the development of a fault observer and re-configurable control law. Using attitude sensor measurements for angular position and velocity, an estimate of the true torque on all three axes is accomplished using a pair of super twisting sliding mode observers. Modifications on the `broken' super twisting observer is applied in order to accommodate additional sensor feedback inputs. Using this method, reconstruction of torque faults can be accomplished and fault information is then sent to a re-configurable controller which switches to an appropriate control law to recover and mitigate the effects of the actuator fault. Simulation results are presented to show fault reconstruction and recovery with attitude stabilization in the presence of orbital disturbances -some which are partially unknown to both controller and observer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous capabilities for spacecraft systems have become a source of great interest in recent years to support the requirements of future space mission needs. One application of spacecraft autonomy would include the mitigation or adaptation to attitude and orbit control system (AOCS) failures. In order to develop a fault tolerant AOCS, analytical redundancy can provide a non-hardware based implementation and relies on a method of mitigating or recovering from system errors and faults rather than having on-board redundant hardware. The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the nonlinear spacecraft model, fault observer design, and reconfigurable controller design. Section III provides details on fault recovery. Finally, Section IV details the results of this fault detection, isolatoion and recovery (FDIR) methodology under different test scenarios.
II. SPACECRAFT MODEL, FAULT OBSERVER DESIGN AND RECONFIGURABLE CONTROLLER DESIGN
The attitude equations of motion of a rigid spacecraft orbiting the Earth can be expressed as and T represents external disturbance torques due to Earth's gravity, solar radiation pressure and aerodynamic drag. Fig. 1 depicts the formulation of the proposed fault detection system. The proposed autonomous fault detection and recovery algorithm here first uses the sliding mode observer to detect and accurately reconstruct torque faults. When torque mismatches occur between the commanded and estimated value, a controller reconfiguration takes place, switching to an appropriate control mode to match the fault scenario. It is assumed that no fault occurs on the pitch axis, which is completely de-coupled from the roll and yaw dynamics. The entire fault detection and recovery scheme is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all cases, the following faults in Table 1 were applied to the spacecraft using the orbital parameters specified in Table 2 . The proposed Sliding Mode Observer fault estimator is examined under the conditions of external disturbances in the form of solar radiation pressure (SRP) and aerodynamic drag. Using the same sensor noise and fault characteristics as in Case A, the orbital scenario remained mostly the same with the exception of the plant model containing the non-linear attitude dynamics. The disturbances due to solar radiation pressure can be expressed as (in Nm) [2] 
The external torque due to aerodynamic drag [3] can be modeled as bias plus cyclic terms in the body-fixed control axes (in Nm ), Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate the sliding mode fault observer tracking the faults and reconfiguring the controller to maintain stable attitude states during roll and yaw-axis faults. Fig. 5 shows the control logic mode for the roll and yaw axes, which closely coincides with the faults applied at the specified durations for the simulation. 
Axis
Case 1:
t > 3000 and t < 8000
Case 2: t > 95000 and t < 16500 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Successful detection and recovery of spacecraft attitude actuator faults have been demonstrated in different scenarios, including in the presence of external disturbances, uncertainties and sensor measurement noise. Additionally, the observer has shown acceptable resilience to noise, being capable of resolving a state estimate of the system an order of magnitude less than the noise applied to the system. With accurate fault reconstruction demonstrated, it is shown that it is possible to use this information to recover from a no-roll/no-yaw underactuated scenario. By comparing the estimated torque with the applied controller torque, it can be determined which axis is at fault and react with a controller re-configuration to mitigate effects of the fault. Using a nonlinear variable structure technique, a sliding mode controller is developed for the aforementioned fault cases and is shown to provide 3-axis stabilization of a spacecraft in LEO experiencing no roll or yaw control at different times during its mission. The development of this FDIR technique addresses many concerns and requirements relevant to future space mission needs, such as autonomous operation capable of adapting to system errors or faults. This method relies on analytical redundancy, requiring no additional hardware to accommodate its fault tolerant capabilities, thus being applicable to space missions involving small spacecraft.
